
To know Leif Isaacson, operator of Desert Air Ag in Terreton, Idaho, is to

know he is chock-full of character. He is outgoing, knowledgeable, voluble

and jolly. “If one was to imitate Leif he must be always friendly and forever with

a broad grin,” says fellow PAASS Presenter and former NAAA Secretary Gaylon

Stamps. Leif attributes this to genes. His father was in every type of public service

organization club from Elks to Rotary and, at 92, is the most sociable guy in his

retirement home today.

Isaacson’s gregariousness, passion for

aviation, long-time career in agricultural

aviation and impressive résumé of

serving this industry make it easy to

understand why he was voted by the

NAAA Board to wield the president’s

gavel this year. His qualifications are

easily attested to by industry veterans.

“Leif has always been engaged, selfless

and passionate about what is best for

our industry,” said fellow Idahoan

Rod Thomas, NAAA’s 2007 President

and this year’s NAAREF President.

“I am sure that his time as president

will demonstrate to others what I have

known for over 20 years about Leif ’s

quality and integrity.”

When asked about one of the key

challenges facing our industry, Isaacson,

without pause, says, “It’s to address our

aging pilot population.” The average age

of Part 137 operators is 53, according

to the 2012 NAAA Aerial Application

Industry Survey. Isaacson understands

why our industry has become a mature

one. “Our industry has followed the

consolidation trend in farming,” he says.

He lays out the genesis of the problem

as follows: “In the past I had many

farmers growing hundreds of acres; now

I have fewer farmers growing thousands

of acres. Today we have larger aircraft,

faster aircraft, more capable equipment;

we think, ‘let’s go bigger rather than

getting another pilot,’ so we’ve partially

created the pilot shortage ourselves.

Added to this is a fear that operators

are concerned that after you spend the

time and funds to train someone you

still have no guarantees that you aren’t

training your next competitor. Also there

is a concern about their spray business’s

brand name and the risks that bringing
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in someone new might not provide

the care and professionalism that that

operator feels he provides. It is a bit like

Match.com—you have to put yourself

out there to find the right fit.”

But Isaacson doesn’t just focus on

the problem. “Regardless of how it

happened, our industry is graying and

many are getting ready for retirement.

Our challenge is to get the new guys

to trust the old guys and vice versa,”

he says. “NAAA and NAAREF

programs such as the career section

of www.agaviation.org, the Compaass

Rose program and the new speed

mentoring session at the convention

[see story on pg. 39] are good solutions

to these recruitment issues and ones I

will continue to promote in my travels

as president.” Isaacson is a presenter

of the Compaass Rose program, a

NAAREF-sponsored program that

allows new and prospective ag pilots to

query veteran ag pilots about careers in

agricultural aviation.

In addition to leading Compaass Rose

sessions, Isaacson has volunteered

in numerous other capacities for the

agricultural aviation industry, which

makes him ripe for the NAAA

Presidency. He has served as a

NAAREF board member, NAAREF

Vice President, NAAREF Operation

S.A.F.E. Committee chairman, NAAA

board member representing the Idaho

Agricultural Aviation Association

(where he also served in all officer

positions), NAAA Vice President

and NAAA and PNWAAA Awards

Banquet Master of Ceremonies. The

volunteer position in which he is

most proud and passionate is serving

as a PAASS presenter, which he has

been doing since 2006. “I’m really

committed to do what I can to make

the PAASS, Compaass Rose and

NAAA educational program materials

better. We can fill the void of missing

information to the industry to prevent—

through education—the accident and

misapplication incidents that create

the need for government regulations,”

Isaacson says.

When asked why he volunteers,

Isaacson responds, “You need to

put back into an industry that has

provided for you, otherwise it cannot

be sustained.” He’s also learned

that by volunteering he feels he

receives far more than he gives. “I get

personal satisfaction from helping

the industry,” he says. “I’ve also made

lasting friendships by my involvement

in the industry.”

Former PAASS presenters told Isaacson

before he committed to presenting that

it would be a tremendous amount of

time away from his family and work,

but that he would learn more than what

he taught. “That was spot-on advice;

it’s been like the college of NAAA for

me,” he said. “It’s also taught me to

put personal agendas aside and look at

the industry as a whole. Ultimately, by

doing so, it benefits us all. For example,

some folks, including me initially, didn’t

want to share in the PAASS program

how we run our business. Sometimes

it is difficult to share mistakes you

have made with your peers in such

a public way. What I have found is

that by sharing openly your with your

audience they will be receptive and

audience participation increases. It

makes them feel like they are not the

only ones to do something stupid in an

airplane. The only way these programs

the NAAA offers will be successful

is to have an open dialogue with the

pilots. If others can learn from our

mistakes that we share, and as a result

make a more effective application or

avoid an accident, that helps us all by

keeping the regulators away and keeps

us from potentially getting hit with

a burdensome rule. Such prevention

is good for the industry, and me, as a

whole.” This holistic attitude is what

drives NAAA and the many benefits

that are derived from the association.

An Eagle Aircraft came with the business when 
Isaacson purchased Desert Air Ag in 1986.

Two years later, Isaacson replaced the Eagle 
with an Air Tractor and Desert Air Ag has been 
flying Air Tractors ever since. 

This Alouette 3130 helicopter was imported 
from Germany to be used as a spray helicopter 
for Desert Air Ag.
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So what makes up the essence of

NAAA and the industry’s esteemed

new leader, Leif Isaacson? It starts

with Swedish roots. His great

grandfather came to the U.S. in 1880,

starting in the coal mines of Buxston,

Iowa. Generations and migrations

later, his father, after dutifully serving

in brutal combat in the South Pacific

during World War II, set up a

mortuary business in Blythe, Calif.,

an agricultural area that is part of the

Lower Colorado River Valley. It was

there in 1952 that Leif was born.

Goofy for Aviation
Leif is a seasoned aviator and has flown

an agglomeration of aircraft over the

years. He is a CFI in aircraft and gliders

and is rated in rotorcraft and seaplanes.

He flew hang gliders as an adventurous

young man off the Big Sur Coast in

California. He has flown everything

from Bensen gyrocopters to Air Tractors

all the way back to serial #11 to 802s

in addition to many mainstream GA

airplanes over the years.

The impetus of his fascination with

flight began with one of young Leify’s

earliest memories: when he was reading

a book involving the Disney character

Goofy flying. From that point on he

could not remember a time when he

didn’t want to be a pilot. At 14 he began

taking flying lessons. His first flight

instructor was a woman by the name of

Patty Owsley—a former Women’s Air

Force pilot who used to ferry bombers

and aircraft around from manufacturing

points to airports across the country

during World War II. Leif attributes

his survival in this industry to the

toughness of her flight instruction and

to the basics that Owlsley taught him.

Leif soloed on his 16th birthday.

Eventually the family moved to Los

Gatos, Calif., in Silicon Valley. He

worked in the hotel and restaurant

industry there to pay for college

and his real love, aviation. His

adventurous spirit and desire to see

the whole country drove him to take

a trip throughout the U.S. He did

odd jobs to pay for the adventure

and it was at this time while in the

Southeast witnessing an abundance

of agricultural aviation when it sunk

in that aerial application might be

something he’d want to do as a career.

Upon his return to the Golden State

in 1973 he enrolled in Cal Ag Aero, a

crop dusting school in Hanford, Calif.

Leif first trained in a 220 horsepower

Stearman, then advanced to a 450

horsepower Stearman. As he was

finishing up his last few hours at school

in 1974, an agricultural aviation operator

from Idaho named Floyd Hahn, at the

time the owner of what is now Queen

Bee Air Specialties, called the school

looking for a pilot to help with potato

work up in Idaho. Leif was game. He

packed up his pick-up and camper,

loaded up his dog and went to Idaho.

When he first got there he thought

he’d gone to hell. He was a long-haired

California boy among clean-cut Idaho

country boys and both didn’t know what

to think of the other, but once they got

to know one another it all worked out.

He worked for Hahn for five years, who

then sold the business to Chuck Kemper

in 1979. Leif flew another seven years

for Queen Bee, then the opportunity

to buy an aerial application business in

Terreton, Idaho, in the southeast part of

the state, arose. Leif bought the business

in 1986 from Raymond Dean and it

included one Eagle DW.1 and a tin

shed hangar. From there the business

has grown to four Air Tractor 502s (all

equipped with Pratt & Whitney Canada

turbines), one Air Tractor 302 (equipped

with a Walter’s turbine) and an Enstrom

280 Shark helicopter.

Desert Air Ag:
A Dimple in the Idaho Smile
Although much of Idaho is federal

land, it does have a crescent of high

plains, private agricultural land

starting at the lower, western portion

of the state traveling southeast then

northeast to its eastern, lower border

with Wyoming. It’s known as the

Idaho Smile. This high desert valley

is surrounded by high peaks. Leif ’s

operation in Terreton, Idaho, is about

70 miles west of the Wyoming border.

His airport—the Mud Lake/West

Jefferson County Airport—sits at 4,848

feet with mountains to the east, north

and west. The area receives about 12

inches of rain a year, mostly in the form

of snow in the winter months. Most all

of the ag land is irrigated by the Snake

River aquifer and the Idaho Rivers.

Wheat, barley, alfalfa and potatoes

are the primary crops here. Potatoes

require the most care and are about

50% of Leif ’s application work. Leif

treats potatoes once or twice a crop

cycle with herbicide applications. He

also provides fungicide applications to

control fungus, maximize yields and

to keep the plant healthy. Most potato

insecticide work is done in-furrow

during the planting of the seed, but

they occasionally do some applications

in the fall for peach aphid. He used to

treat for Colorado potato beetle but the

in-furrow treatments now being used

have eliminated some of the insecticide

applications. However, pre-emergent

herbicide applications are now being

made that weren’t done before.

Alfalfa is 25% of Isaacson’s application

work, treating for aphids and weevils

primarily. He also does some alfalfa

seeding, but it is a small portion of their

work. Fertilizer work is primarily done

“It’s up to us to shift people’s negative perception of us; 
otherwise, it isn’t going to change.” 

—Leif Isaacson, on the improving the aerial application industry’s image with the public
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by chemigation, but if they are having

a cool, wet spring Desert Air Ag will

do dry fertilizer work. The remaining

25% of his application work is treating

malt barley and wheat. Budweiser and

Modelo—both owned by the world’s

largest brewer, Belgian company

Anheuser-Busch InBev—have big

malting plants in his area.

Isaacson’s application marketing area is

approximately within a 25-mile radius

from Terreton. His season goes from

the first of March until the middle

of October. They fly an average of

400–600 hours per aircraft per year.

The aircraft are equipped with GPS,

flow control, smokers, electric half

boom shutoffs, three-fourths-length

wingspan booms, CP nozzles, electric

flagmen, clear canopies and airbags for

safety. When running full force, Leif

has a crew of 20, including five pilots.

He tries not to fly full time so he can

oversee the operation but will serve

as a backup pilot if someone needs to

rest or take time off. “It’s hard to keep

your head ahead of the airplane when

you are an owner/operator,” he says.

“Having good staff in the office allows

me to concentrate on my flying.”

Desert Ag Air’s ground crew ground

crew consists mostly of women. He

finds that the women he has employed

in his area are more precise, easier

on equipment and more dependable

than their male counterparts. They

usually are trying to make money for

college and are good students. He

runs a ground crew of 10 and has two

mechanics. He likes to have two ground

crew per airplane for safety reasons.

“This isn’t always the most cost-

effective but it is invaluable in the event

of an incident; an accident only has to

happen one time without a backup to

be really problematic,” says Isaacson.

Marty Owen is Leif ’s chief pilot and has

been with him since 1987. In regards to

his boss’s work ethic Owen says, “Leif

has exceptional business traits—integrity,

safety and he provides quality work to

his customers. Their needs are always

first and foremost in his mind, as long as

safety or the integrity of the company’s

work is not sacrificed.”

The true boss of Desert Ag Air,

according to Leif, is his wife of 33

years, Cindy. “I work for Cindy,” he

insists. “She has been my partner in this

business and does all the stuff that I am

not good at, which is a lot. We actually

make a good team as long as I agree

with her. Seriously, I could not do what

I do without her support.” The two

met in Idaho in 1980. They have two

daughters: Krista, 27, and Colleen, 31.

Industry’s Public Image
A consistent theme when it comes

to knowing Isaacson is to respect

his thought process, foresight and

wisdom about the industry. These
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are all important characteristics of a

leader, and according to NAAA’s 2012

President, Mark Hartz, “Leif has a fire

burning in his belly to provide quality

leadership to the NAAA and represent

the positive and beneficial aspects that

agricultural aviation is all about.”

When it comes to his forecast and

vision about our industry his emphasis

is public relations. “We are very

visible,” says Isaacson. “Someone

drives by an ag plane they stop.” He

understands, as a typical operator,

that public relations is tough to focus

on because of how entrenched those

in the industry are in serving their

farmers during the busy season, but he

also understands that due to NAAA’s

size and small staff and the exorbitant

costs associated with a nationwide

public relations media campaign, the

association can’t do it all by itself. He

believes it is going to take everyone

providing their own public relations.

In regards to his own operation, Leif

says, “When a public relations issue

or complaint comes up at Desert Ag

Air, we address the problem instantly;

we don’t wait and let it fester.” He

admits that his first reaction is to

take a righteous stand that he was

doing everything correctly and by the

book. “Upon reflection, I cool down

and remember that some people are

ignorant about our industry because

of how we are portrayed by the media,

but if we take the time to call folks

in an area before we spray or respond

to them immediately to address their

concerns—if we’re proactive and explain

in a radio or newspaper ad about what

we’re doing—then we can make a friend

and we are far better off. It’s up to us to

shift people’s negative perception of us;

otherwise, it isn’t going to change.”

Leif practices what he preaches. His

company helicopter has been used on

numerous occasions for search and

rescue operations for missing persons

in the surrounding mountains. He

donates to local schools. He actively

relies upon and finds invaluable

NAAA’s Media Relations Kit and the

tidbits it contains when he speaks to

his local public on the important role

aerial application plays in modern

agriculture and the safe production of

affordable and abundant food, fiber

and biofuel. He makes sure he is in

contact with his customers—regardless

of whether he is doing the aerial

application work through an order

made directly to him or through one

of his supplier-retailers. “I want to

talk directly to that farmer and get to

know him because it is much harder to

break a bond with a friend than it is a

business associate,” Isaacson says. “I’m

an average pilot with average skills.

If any one thing has helped me it is

that I consider my customers friends. I

respect them and their beliefs, whether

political or religious, and am honest

with them. If they ask my opinion

about whether they should have their

field sprayed I will tell them no if I

don’t think it does. This hasn’t helped

the bottom line in the short term but

in the long term the farmer is likely

to come back to me for being fair

and honest. There are always those

Leif and Cindy Isaacson have been married 33 years.

The Isaacsons, Krista, Leif, Cindy and Colleen, on a family trip to Mexico. 
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“We are creative thinkers; we adapt—we can stay in tune with 
what ag throws at us, whether it is variable rate or unmanned 
aerial vehicles, if we remain creative and use it correctly.” 

—Isaacson, on aerial applicators’ abilities to capitalize on new opportunities in the marketplace 

customers that aren’t going to show

loyalty, but ultimately if you show folks

respect and loyalty nine times out of

10 they will show you loyalty.”

As for what’s in store for our industry’s

future, Leif is optimistic. “Ag pilots

know how to think outside of the box,”

he says. “Years ago they put car lights

on Stearmans so they could spray at

night; that same type of ingenuity is

still with us today and will remain.” He

never would’ve guessed that he would

be using a GPS unit on his plane in

place of a flagger, or that a plant could

be modified genetically to be resistant

to herbicides in his early days in the

industry. He knows doors will close,

but he’s seen over the years that when

one door closes another opens. “We are

creative thinkers; we adapt—we can

stay in tune with what ag throws at us,

whether it is variable rate or unmanned

aerial vehicles, if we remain creative and

use it correctly,” he says. “Everything is

an opportunity for us, but our biggest

challenge is public relations.

“If we represent ourselves well, we’ll be

in good shape. If we don’t, well, that’s

where government regulations come

from. We have a great opportunity

right now to capitalize on the success

of the Disney movie Planes and it

reaching a generation of youngsters

who will think positively about our

industry. We need to let people know

we’re doing good work out here and it

is our responsibility to teach it. NAAA

will continue to provide us the tools we

need, such as the Media Relations Kit

and educational programs like PAASS,

to grow our professionalism; the rest is

up to us,” Isaacson emphasizes.

He plans to get this message out in

his travels to the states as president

this year and obtain a greater

membership and greater participation

and commitment from the industry in

NAAA programs for 2014 and beyond.

“I look forward to sharing with folks

what exists by taking advantage of

the membership from my NAAA

experience and what I’ve learned from

NAAA services and the great NAAA

members I’ve met and been valuably

taught by,” Isaacson says.

NAAA and the industry welcome this

blossomed, mature Leif as our 2014

leader!
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